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This bibliography of works by Bishop B.C. Butler, and of a selection of reviews of some of these works, was compiled in 1981 by Sister Anne Flood for her doctoral dissertation at The Catholic University of America. With the later addition of three titles (nos 16-18) inadvertently overlooked or then as yet unpublished at the time of its original compilation, the bibliography contains 413 entries. With the kind permission of Sister Anne, the complete bibliography is made available to readers of the Bishop Christopher Butler Papers, held in the Special Collections of Durham University Library.
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Part I: Books by B.C. Butler


Part II: Articles by B.C. Butler

A. Vatican II and Post-Vatican II Theology: Essays and Reviews by B.C. Butler: 1963-79


**B. Dialogue with Lonergan. Essays and Reviews by B.C. Butler: 1966-79**


**C. Unity and Authority. Essays and Reviews by B.C. Butler**

1. **Unity: 1937-77**


2. **Authority: 1932-81**


D. Essays on Various Topics by B.C. Butler: 1929-78


168. “Humanists and the Catholic Schools.” *The Tablet* 226 (February 12, 1972):


E. Reviews and Review Articles on Various Topics by B.C. Butler: 1931-80


F. Scripture Studies

1. Essays on Scripture by B.C. Butler: 1937-77


2. Reviews by B.C. Butler of Works on Scripture: 1931-64


Part III: Selected Reviews of B.C. Butler's Works


Part IV: Broadcasts by B.C. Butler: 1954-70

(All of the following were produced by the British Broadcasting Corporation, Broadcasting House, London W1A 1AA.)


